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Corbeil. A few accidents. A suicide. Two burglaries -but without violence - one in the eighth district, the other in the boulevard Pereire. However hard you tried, it was impossible to connect them with the stranger's visit. In the rue de Rivoli a dangerous escaped convict had been arrested. He was thirty-three. That would be about his visitor's age. But there was nothing about the escaped convict's having committed any crime whatever that very morning.
Quinette folded the paper up again. He was disappointed. But he had read this local news, trivial as it was, with quite a novel interest. In the matter of the arrest of the runaway, and in that of the two burglaries, he had adopted, without noticing it, a point of view unusual to him. He had said to himself: " What a silly idea, going and walking in the rue de Rivoli, in broad daylight, when the police are after you!" Then: " So apparently descriptions are worth something after all." Then : " Is it true, as people say, that criminals are scarcely ever found by the police themselves - that they are given away by informers, especially women ? Then, if they were more careful - above all, about having anything to do with women - they would never be caught, would they ? "
" It's all very well," he remarked to himself in parenthesis, "for authorities to say that sexual frigidity is a sign of inferiority. But, in certain cases, what a source of strength it is when you possess it, and what a source of weakness when you don't! " He continued : " When a burglar has made a successful haul, how can you tell how long he will keep quiet - even if he takes the trouble to hide ? "
He came back to the main problem,
" When did the c deed' take pkce ? This very morning, unquestionably ; and a very short time before he burst into my shop. Say, a quarter of an hour before. . . . No, I'm wrong there. He left the spot a quarter of an hour before; but the * deed * may have taken pkce much earlier. He may have spent some time with his victim. To rob her, if it was a case of robbery. To await a favourable moment for getting away. Or to get rid of certain clues. . . . Not very likely, that; for his first step would be to dean himself up.

